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The fitness obsessed generation of today has found the right option for holidaymaking with cycling
holidays. Biking through a trip for days and weeks is the perfect exercise a person can do. Not only
does it benefit the health, it is cost-effective and gives you the chance to collect memories you will
treasure for life. However, it is important to ensure your safety. Cycling can cause a number of
injuries if you are not careful enough. This is why you have to pack the right equipment to keep
yourself safe throughout your biking holiday. Here the best packing tips for you.

Clothing

Though you might not consider it, the clothing you wear while cycling can result in aches and pains
throughout your body. You have to spend a majority of your time on a cycle when you are on
holiday. Shorts made from flexible materials are the best choice. This includes spandex which
allows the comfort you need to move your lower torso freely without risking injury. Cycling clothing is
sometimes sweat-wicking which absorbs your sweat and keeps your body drier. Apart from clothing,
you need to have cotton socks so that your feet stay dry. Also, keep rainproof clothes in case it
starts to rain when you are out in the open on your cycle.

Equipment

There is certain safety equipment that will keep you protected during your cycling trip. Make sure
you have all the required gear so that you remain injury-free throughout your holiday. Getting injured
on a holiday can be frustrating and dilute the fun you are having. Among the gear you need are
cycling gloves. Your hands are at risk of getting blisters as well as the friction because of gripping
the handle for a long time. You also need sunglasses to keep your eyes protected from sunlight on
cycling holidays. Take a cycling helmet to keep your head safe from any accidents along the way.
Last but not the least, a bike light will be a good idea because it can get dark in some parts of
Europe unexpectedly.

Cycle

Thirdly, your cycle should be fit and durable enough to handle the long distance you are going to
travel on it. A biking holiday requires you to cycle for hours and hours every day. Therefore, it is
important that the cycle you choose is strong enough to carry your weight for the entire journey. You
need some cycling equipment including a lock, pump, map, cycle oil and spare tubes for the tyres.
Apart from the equipment you need for the cycle, take insect repellent. Spending so much time
outdoors can bring you into contact with a number of insects. Also, take sunscreen to protect your
skin against the sun.

These are some of the best tips you can follow when packing for cycling holidays. Make sure that
you stay safe so that you can have fun on your holiday. Along with the equipment listed above, donâ€™t
forget to take your camera with you so you can store the memories of your trip.
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